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Description Description 2024 Heartland Torque 371, Heartland Torque toy hauler 371
highlights: Loft Bath and a Half Master Suite 30 Gallon Fuel Station Outdoor
Shower You will have everything you need for a comfortable camping trip in this
toy hauler! The 13' garage area has a loft above a half bathroom with a folding
wall, an electric queen bed with an optional split bench seating below it, and one
of the dual entry doors to the unit. The chef can prepare their best home cooked
meals either indoors with the three burner cooktop or head to the outdoor Griddle
& Go, and the outdoor sink will allow them to wash up before starting dinner.
Freshen up in the dual entry bathroom with the spacious tub which has a skylight
above to bring the outdoors inside and it leads directly into the front master suite
which has a tilting king bed and a wardrobe/closet slide to keep your clothes
looking their best! With any Torque toy hauler travel trailer or fifth wheel by
Heartland you will find Azdel laminated sidewalls, a wide-body design, and rack
and pinion slide outs that fully support the slide out floors. Each drive to the lake
will be smooth thanks E-rated tires and E-Z flex suspension with shock absorbers,
and there are professional installed tie-downs to keep your toys secure. Head
inside to find a culinary kitchen workspace with full-height shaker cabinetry, the
largest kitchen countertops in the industry, fuel and oil resistant diamond plate
TPO rubberized flooring in the garage, and many more comforts. There are also
available options that can be added to further customize your Torque toy hauler,
such as an LCD TV, a generator, a ramp door patio, and more! Sleeps 8 Slideouts
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2024 Heartland Torque 371 $133,720
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 8HT167
VIN Number: 5SFCG4328RE528167
Condition: New

Item address 2540 W County Road 48, 33513, Bushnell, Florida, United States
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